
Chatty Malware 
 

As it was written in the hint, the program is statically linked, which makes it very hard to disassemble, 

so it is not the right way to solve this challenge in a reasonable amount of time. 

 

One of the possible solutions is to run the program and look for the activities. If you use something 

like Wireshark and run the program, you can see that there is some network activity. There are 

multiple DNS queries to the DNS server and one SSL connection to the Internet. The observant 

people might notice that the DNS names in the queries are repeating. If you examine the DNS names 

closely, you will notice that there is a google.com query paired second query. The names in the 

second query do not exists the first two attempts and then it asks for c4w6f4pr.neocities.org. This is 

a valid DNS name and the program connects to the returned IP address and download the page. Let's 

check the webpage. 

 

The webpage looks like a command and control center for the MW. The webpage mentions that the 

flag is "NON existent at this address" which is a little hint about DNS NXDOMAIN response. They 

were returned for the first two DNS queries. There is also a comment in the source code of the 

webpage about many other C&C servers like this one. All this leads to the method of rotating 

between DNS names of the C&C servers as they are targeted and shut down. When NXDOMAIN is 

return for the query, the MW rotates to the next DNS name for the C&C server, so it stays in the 

contact with the author. 

 

There are more ways to do it - the easiest is to download ApateDNS which can act as a local DNS 

server and can send NXDOMAIN responses for valid DNS requests. You can also create your own DNS 

server and connect the program to the server. You are the master there, so you can create whatever 

entry you need. It is also possible to write a short script in for example python, which is going to act 

as a local DNS and it can send NXDOMAIN to the appropriate DNS queries. The program than rotates 

through the list and you can see it queries the cxdfkfvc.neocities.org. There you can find your flag. 

 

What can be a little problem here is that the program is testing the connectivity to the DNS server 

before every C&C DNS query with the query to the google.com. You cannot return NXDOMAIN to 

that query, because that it starts from the beginning. 
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